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Odors were reported to 
CFD by residents in the 
vicinity of West 8th 
Street, Overlook, Pedretti
and Carnation Avenue

24 Dec.

CFD began collecting air 
readings in homes and in 
the sewers, attempting to 
find the source through 
the day from W. 8th & 
Overlook down to 
Carnation

CFD contacted MSD & 
MSD began flushing the 
sewers on Dec. 24th with 
water from hydrants
CFD Environmental 
Crimes Unit engaged

MSD continued 
investigations; (flushing 
postponed due to low 
temps.)

CFD continued door-to-
door visits of properties 
in the neighborhood.

25 Dec.

MSD resumes flushing & investigations
CFD ordered gas station to close gas 
pumps and empty its gasoline storage 
tanks.
- All gasoline removed from tanks
- Monitoring well pumped (100 gal. 
product recovered)

26 Dec.

MSD checks on flushing 
@ 8am & determines 
presents of gas remains
CFD resumes checking 
homes for VOCs.

27 Dec. 

Agency Coordination 
Meeting: MSD, CFD, 
DOH, OEPA
BUSTR issued notice of 
suspected release.
USEPA assistance

28 Dec.

West Price Hill Gas Leak: Agency Response
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Agency Response to West Price Hill Fast Stop Gas Leak
Emergency Response – Led by CFD with assistance 
from MSD, Ohio EPA, DOH, USEPA, BUSTR

• Immediate Corrective Action – ATC overseen by BUSTR
Remedial Actions/Clean up – Led by ATC guided by BUSTR 
on behalf of the Owner

• Tier 1 Investigation 
• Tier 1 Delineation

Repair, Replacement & Upgrade – Led by BUSTR
• On-site inspections by CFD

Operating Permit – Issued by CFD
• Currently Revoked
• Fast Stop must be in full compliance with BUSTR
• WPH Community will be informed prior to action 

BUSTR: Bureau of Underground Storage Tank Regulations (BUSTR) is a state 
agency, managed by the State Fire Marshall under the Dept of Commerce. 

MSD

City & State 
DOH

Ohio 
EPA

USEPACFD

BUSTR

WPH 
Community
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Ohio EPA was also onsite during the initial 
emergency response

USEPA assisted in evaluating indoor air quality

Investigations of indoor air quality performed in 
homes and in the sewer by CFD & USEPA

There was no release to the environment, no release to 
the waters of the state. 

All indoor air quality data was reviewed by USEPA & 
Ohio DOH.  

CFD performed follow-up samples to ensure 
levels are within safe limits. CFD remains 
available to collect additional samples. 
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CFD Responsibilities:
• Modification of Work 
• Operating Permits

BUSTR Responsibilities:
• Determining station compliance with  

BUSTR regulations.

Jurisdictions of USTs (Underground Storage Tanks)

CFD required all fuel to be removed on 12/26 & on 12/30, 
revoked operating permit to sell gasoline until station gets into 
compliance with BUSTR.

BUSTR is requiring piping to be replaced, upgrades of 
containment and replacement of monitoring systems as well as  
Tier 1 investigation and delineation.

BUSTR inspected the site on 10/30, with follow ups on 12/2, 12/15 documented deficiencies.  BUSTR regs allow the 
station to remain operating while investigating and repairing.

These deficiencies were not shared with CFD.



The gas station owner has hired ATC Group Services 
of Sharonville, to assist with immediate corrective 
actions, investigation, and cleanup of the leak.

Fast Stop owner is in the process of repairing and 
replacing (substantially upgrading) the piping, adding 
containment and upgraded monitoring systems.

The Bureau of Storage Tank Regulations (BUSTR) 
oversees and determines compliance with 
underground storage tank regulations.  

ATC is overseeing the work done by contacted 
company – M&M.

CFD onsite during site work of repair & modification
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Fast Stop Site work: evaluate, clean up and 
repair/upgrade

Tank 
tightness 
testing 

conducted

12/29
1/13

Monitoring 
wells 

pumped 

Approx. 8200 gallons 
removed of which 

about 146 gallons of 
product (gas)

Vapor 
Recovery 

Wells  
planned

Several failed attempts 
due to underground 
conditions
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Fast Stop violated several MSD Sewer Use 
Rules, including:
• Pollutants that create a fire or 

explosive hazard 
• Pollutants that result in toxic gases, 

vapors or fumes that may cause acute 
worker health and safety problems 

• Malodorous liquids that cause a public 
nuisance, hazard to life, or prevent 
entry into sewers for maintenance or 
repair 

MSD response was quick and ongoing
Flushing in 2 

locations 
(Overlook 
& Pedretti) 

12/24 – 2/12

Tracking the 
Source 12/24 – 12/26

Review of 
GIS records

2011 – footage 
shows a leaking 
cap at abandoned 
lateral – source of 
groundwater

Ventilation 
of Sewers

7 manholes lids 
replaced 

w/grated lids

Sample 
Data from 

Downstream 
Manhole

1/1/21 &
2/9/21

MSD Response

On 2/12 MSD TV’d the sewer line & 
will perform some dye testing & point 
line the leaking cap near the site. 



Sanitary
Sewer

Product Line
To Dispensers

Electrical

Recovery Trench

Fast Stop
Utilities Diagram
12/31/2020

Water

Cross Section
Location

A

A’
Tank Pit Observation Well

EW-1

EW-2

Fast Stop Gas Station
Provided by ATC 1/4/21
Updated 2/12 with 
Confirmed Location of leak

How did the gasoline get into the sewer?
ATC Confirmed Leak 
location 

Proposed



How did the gasoline get into the sewer?

The “Product Line” is located above building sewer trench.  
The gasoline presumably traveled in the building sewer trench into the public 
sewer.

Provided by ATC 1/4/21



How did the gasoline get into the sewer?

ATC has been working on the investigation and remediation simultaneously with 
several repairs authorized by CFD and required by BUSTR.  
ATC is also proposing to install a Recovery Trench for vapor extraction of vapors 
that remain. 

Provided by ATC 1/4/21



Gasoline leaked 
from underground 
supply line into the 
ground presumably 

above the gas 
station's private 
building sewer.

Fumes entered 
the public sewer 

through 
underground 
trenches from 
underground 
supply line.

Once in the 
sewer, the 

gasoline vapors 
dispersed.  

How did the fumes travel into homes?
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Gasoline produces ignitable vapors that are 3 to 4 times 
heavier than air and can travel for great distances along the 
ground. Gas vapors tend to accumulate in low or enclosed 
spaces.



How did the fumes get into homes?

Traps & Vents 
in your home 
protect sewer 
gas and other 
vapors or 
fumes to enter 
homes.



PSA: Plumbing vents & traps help prevent sewer 
gases from entering homes

Traps – bend in the pipe 
under sink or toilet that 
holds a “plug” of water to 
seal the pipe. 

Vents – allows air to enter 
pipes, equalizing pressure & 
ensuring that water says in 
the trap.



4501 W. 8th Street in 
West Price Hill
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Outstanding Compliance Issues of Fast Stop Gas Station

BUSTR MSDCFD

MSD issued an NOV on 1/26 & will a virtual Compliance Assurance 
Meeting on February 17th @10am with Fast Stop, LLC.



BUSTR Tier 1 Investigation: begun & ongoing with 
upgrades to station 
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BUSTR Tier 
1 

Investigation 
Triggered

On 12/28 BUSTR 
ordered tank 
tightness test 
which 
determined the 
gasoline leaked 
from a fuel line 
at the dispenser 
island.



• Jan 21st-Jan 27th and 28th

• Tank tops uncovered as 
a first step to repairs to 
tank system

• Dispensers removed.
• Pea gravel vacuumed 

off tank tops (photo to 
right)

• Concrete taken off 
product line locations.
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• Jan 29th: Product piping removed 
(photo to right).  

• Impacted soil excavated from 
product line trench, and soil 
samples from trenches 
submitted for lab analysis.  

• Cincinnati Fire Dept. onsite to 
witness soil sampling and 
inspect excavation.  

• Third attempt to install vapor 
recovery well – again, issues 
include slumping pea gravel 
and small worksite / conflicts 
with new piping installation.

• Feb 2nd: Impacted soil sent off-site 
to regulated landfill.
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Cross-section of UST & monitoring systems…
New components being upgraded or added to existing tank system New wiring 

and 
conduits to 
UST 
components 
and fuel 
dispensers

Fuel pumps
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Pump, pipe, sump & monitoring system 
upgrade/replacement

• New (added) Double-walled 
Piping

• New Electric from tanks to 
dispensers

• New (added) containment under 
dispensers & spill buckets with a 
sump pump and monitoring 
components
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In coordination with
CFD
MSD
CMO
DOH (City & State)
OES
Ohio EPA
USEPA
BUSTR
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Community Outreach & Communication

Next Zoom Q&A: March 8

FYI Memo: 12/29/20

Webpage created 1/4/21
www.msdgc.org/gasleak
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Community Outreach & Communication
City & Ohio DOH were 
onsite and available to 
assist residents to
Discuss air quality levels & 
consider options.  
• A VOC factsheet was 

developed and is 
posted online.  

• Residents were given 
contact info to follow up 
with DOH.  

• Sample data was 
provided verbally upon 
request.

Ohio EPA was onsite on 12/28 as part of 
initial response and brought in USEPA to assist 
with indoor air quality assessments & assist with 
ventilating the sewers. 
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BUSTR developed guidance for 
Gas Station owners on 
property O&M.  Resources like 
this should be more widely 
known and used by station 
staff. 

Proper Operation & Maintenance of System is critical
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Next Steps www.msdgc.org/gasleak
• BUSTR is responsible for determining station compliance with  

BUSTR regulations when work is complete, including tightness 
testing. ATC anticipates another 3 +/- weeks of work. 

• CFD continues to be onsite to inspect all work completed 
when repairs or replacements are being made.  CFD 
remains available for checks on indoor air quality.

• MSD will hold a Compliance Assurance Meeting on the 
discharge of flammable materials, etc. outlined in NOV on 
February 17th 

• CFD has committed to inform the Community prior to 
issuance of operational permit.

• After action evaluation/report to capture lessons learned 
and areas of improvement.
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Next Zoom Meeting: March 8
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Questions?

For updates and more information, please visit:

www.msdgc.org/gasleak
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End of slides
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